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**Introduction & Purpose**

Multivariate measures of intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) have been widely applied in the fields of psychology, epidemiology, and genetics to assess the familial resemblance with respect to multiple characteristics. These methods allow for the estimation of the overall intraclass correlation coefficient and the interrelationships between multiple characteristics within family groups. The purpose of this project was to adapt and apply methods of estimating the ICC in the context of multivariate familial root length.

**Experimental Design**

Familial root length data including mesial and distal mandibular first premolar root length measures were collected for 30 adult individuals representing 15 sibships. Non-iterative methods for unbiased estimation of the multivariate ICC and variance due to Konishi et.al, Donner and Koval, and others were programmed into R statistical computing software. A multivariate (overall) measure of agreement across all measures was computed for mandibular first premolar root length. Multivariate root length was adjusted for gender effects using a linear model, and the adjusted data were used to compute the ICC estimation matrix and the overall multivariate ICC.

**Results**

A moderate degree of resemblance existed (ICC=0.4272) between sibling measures of tooth 21 distal root length. The multivariate ICC estimation matrix provides estimates of interrelationships among measures, and an ICC=0.3957 was found to exist between sibling measures of distal root length (tooth 21 and tooth 28). Lower ICCs (0.20–0.33) existed for mesial root lengths. The multivariate coefficient of the degree of familial resemblance across all measures was ICC=0.4737.

**Conclusions**

These results indicate moderate sibling correlations and interrelationships exist in mandibular first premolar root lengths. Methods for estimating multivariate ICC and matrices can be used to assess the degree of resemblance between dental measures with respect to multiple characteristics (a generalization of the current ICC methods) and interrelationships among the various characteristics.